Abstract:
The interpretation of different structural criterions can be used to identify significant requirements in a regarded system. Consequently, the definition of tasks in requirements management can be supported. Not only the quality of the requirements model can be assessed and improved by hinting at critical elements and relations, but also the classification of requirements and the evaluation of how and up to which degree changes impact the related requirements can be facilitated. As, only some first structural criterions have been used to support the modelling and analysis of requirements, no exhaustive list of possible interpretations of such criterions in the context of requirements has been presented in any contributions to literature. The matrix-based approaches concerning requirements all deal with building the network of requirements and how the latter are translated or realized by the components, working principles etc. The relations between the requirements are not analysed from a structural perspective. Further the contributions mentioned above aim at an integrated management and modelling of requirements, but do not cover the structural perspective within a
requirements DSM. They mostly focus on requirements-components DMMs. This paper proposes interpretations of structural criterions identified within a network of requirements modelled in a DSM.
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